WHAT IS PrEP?

- PrEP IS PRE-EXPOSURE PROPHYLAXIS
- IT IS AN EFFECTIVE WAY TO PREVENT HIV INFECTION
- IT IS MOST EFFECTIVE WHEN USED WITH OTHER PREVENTION METHODS LIKE CONDOMS

UP TO 99% EFFECTIVE

YOU ARE ONE PILL A DAY FROM LEVELING UP YOUR PROTECTION!

IS PrEP FOR ME?

- PrEP IS SAFE, AND RECOMMENDED FOR YOU IF YOU ARE HIV-NEGATIVE AND:
- IF YOUR PARTNER IS HIV-POSITIVE
- YOU DON´T ALWAYS USE CONDOMS
- YOU HAVE SEX WHILE DRUNK OR ON DRUGS
- YOU ARE AN INJECTION DRUG USER

START PrEP TODAY!

LETS TALK ABOUT PEP

WHAT IS PEP?

PEP is Post-Exposure Prophylaxis

PEP is an emergency medicine that can stop HIV before it infects your body

WHEN SHOULD I TAKE PEP?

If you are HIV-negative and think you have been exposed to HIV

Up to 72 hours after exposure to HIV (through sex without a condom, injection drug use, physical and/or sexual assault)

HOW DOES PEP WORK?

PEP should be taken immediately and must be taken continuously for 28 days

THINKING ABOUT PrEP

PrEP
818.996.1051
Ext. 1135 or 2112
PREP4LIFE@TARZANATC.ORG